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Motivation
The discovery of Transcription Factor binding sites is still an open problem, as most of the
softwares available to date have low predictive character, particularly for complex DNA (such as
the human DNA). A novel method is proposed which overcomes some of the limitations affecting
the existing prediction tools.
Methods
IMAGE strategy for the discovery of TF binding sites is based on a novel approach inspired by a
technique used for lossy image compression, known as vector quantization and by analogous
methods to identify genes with similar functions and reconstruct phylogenetic trees by clustering
algorithms. The central idea is to map all possible n-length substrings of a given DNA sequence
into a properly defined n-dimensional space equipped with a distance measure which projects
similar substrings, representing the same motif, into nearby points. Consequently, the goal of
finding recurrent similar strings is shifted into the determination of highly clustered data points.
Results
A complete assessment of the IMAGE tool has been provided by using the web service available at
the Washington site (http://bio.cs.washington.edu/assessment/submit.html ), where most of the
available tools for the TF binding sites discovery have been recently compared. Results demonstrate
the ability of IMAGE in correctly predicting a large number of motifs with respect to the other
tools, although with a minor sensitivity in discriminating false positives.
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